
 
 
 
 

Parent Carers Together 

Feedback Form 
 

Name: Louise Middelton 
 
Meeting description: KIT meeting 
 
Where was meeting held: via Teams 
 
Date of meeting: 17th May 2021 
 
Start & finish time: 09:30-10:00 and then 15:30-16:30 
 
Any future meeting dates, if known:  
 

 

Feedback can be in any format; it should contain important points that came out of the meeting, your 

opinions, any related work that you think overlaps, action points that you might be involved with, any 

areas of concern.  This will be shared with all PCT reps and committee. 

Please email to bethcallis@parentcarerstogether.org.uk within 2 weeks of meeting 

 

FEEDBACK & COMMENTS (please use further pages if necessary) 

Pre meeting was held at 09:30 to introduce Terry Reynolds and Kelly Twitchen who are covering Simon’s role while 

he is unwell.  Kelly Twitchen (Virtual School) is taken an Operational Lead and Terry Reynolds (Consultant) is taking a 

Strategic Lead. 

Briefly went over the LIP – driving partnership work.  What is working well and what are the challenges. 

Spoke about the 20 week performance – Kelly will get update from Mary Diffey and Vikki Whild. 

15:30 KIT meeting (KIT = Keep in Touch) 

Keith Thompson – DfE Adviser; Sally Sandcraft (CCG); Sam Best (CCG); Kelly Twitchen (BCP) & Terry Reynolds (BCP) 

Keith explained that he had regular discussions with Simon prior to illness. 

Terry notd that there needed to be an updated JSNA – ‘needs to be fit for purpose’.  JSNA has not been updated 

since 2018.  Previous JSNA was a joint effort with Bournemouth Council &  Poole Council, nothing has been done 

since LGR so Christchurch do not feature. 

Sally & Sam spoke about the Joint Commissioning of SALT – they are also reviewing the delivery of services, also 

looking at Anxiety issues and the impact that Covid has had on children, young people and families. 

Keith asked about EHCPs and the 20week deadline – Kelly: ‘dropped like a stone’ during pandemic, however current 

figure is a 53% improvement in the number of EHCPs being completed in 20 week deadline. 

Keith: How many children and young people with an EHCP are without a placement. 

Kelly: don’t have those figures to hand, but will look at the data and send over to Keith. 
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Mary Diffey is prioritising those young people in Yr 6 who do not yet have a placement for September. 

Kelly spoke briefly about the SEND Taskforce and the impact this was having on improving information gathering. 

Sam explained the role that Steve Clarke had taken on this, he receives a list from Mary on a weekly basis with 

regard to what information they are awaiting from health (which departments etc) Steve can then chase these. 

Difficulty seems to be around when requests are sent to a department rather than an individual, nobody is picking it 

up. 

Terry spoke about the Sufficiency planning and governance structures to keep an eye on projects and costs. 

Keith asked if BCP were aware of all funding they could apply for.  Short answer: No. 

Keith will send over the list of all avail;able funding for SEND. 

Gave an overview of work being undertaken that PCT is involved with, the difference we have noticed.  However, we 

also stated that there was still a lot of work to be completed, no one should rest on laurels. 

 

These meeting are going to be regular, the next meeting will be in July. 

 

 

 


